food for thought.

Meet the chef who
cooks what other people

Barber’s cooking was executed and
presented well, exceedingly so, but there’s
a long way to go before things evolve to
the point that feasting on such ingredients
becomes the norm. Food waste is an issue
that continues to dog the UK. According
to waste and recycling advisory body
WRAP, estimated annual food waste in
the UK is 10 million tonnes (of which
60 per cent could be avoided) with a value
of £17 billion a year.
Households are
responsible for just over
70 per cent of that waste
(bread and fresh fruit and
veg being two of the most commonly
chucked items). In the hospitality and food
service sector, WRAP estimates the
amount of food wasted each year in the
UK is equivalent to 1.3 billion meals, or
one in six of the 8 billion meals served.
Just over a third of that waste arises from
customers’ plates.
So you could say anyone with a mission
to tackle food waste has a lot on their

THROW AWAY
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with stale bread, cheese trimmings and
‘off-grade’ apple chutney; and ‘spent hen
broth’ made from an old boiler chicken
and served with ‘ugly tortillas’
(irregular or damaged rejects) and rape
greens, a prized food in many parts of
the world, but largely ignored here.
There were lettuce ‘butts’, fish bones,
salmon skins, deep-fried seaweed and
cauliflower ‘ribs’ – a smorgasbord of
deliciousness made out of the cast-offs
from supermarkets, Selfridges itself
and a chain of UK suppliers.

CHEFS AS AGENTS FOR CHANGE
“We can’t think about changing
parts of our [food] system,” argues

HOW CHEFS ARE HELPING TO TACKLE FOOD WASTE
MASSIMO BOTTURA: FOOD FOR SOUL

THE WASTE OUTRAGE

It was a creative and, for the diner,
challenging way to highlight food
waste. Some of my fellow diners were
perturbed by the sight of a huge cod’s
head (usually chucked away despite
housing such delectable morsels as
the cheeks and throat) served with a
modest bowl of kedgeree made with
‘broken’ rice. It was restaurant theatre,
but with a serious point. “Ultimately,”
Barber said, “the success and goal of
wastED is for it to be done so well
that it prevents other wastage events
from happening. You stop calling
these things waste because the
culture changes.”

seven days a week, is sending a
contradictory message. To take 50 per
cent of grain and feed it to animals so
you can eat your steak dwarfs any
kind of wastefulness of ‘ugly’ fruits
and vegetables.”

Just about everyone is familiar with Hugh Fearnley-Whittingstall’s War on Waste
(rivercottage.net/war-on-waste) but plenty of others champion change, too
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Dan Barber
creates
showstopping
dishes from
trimmings
and off-cuts

ong before the term ‘celebrity chef’
passed into common usage,
chefs used to be people who
cooked stuff in restaurants – just that.
Not any more. Now they’re TV stars
and cultural commentators, leaders of
gastro-fashion and predictors of food
trends; iconic figures who have a huge
influence on how and what we eat.
They are, literally, arbiters of taste.
And, increasingly, chefs are no longer
just hanging around at the end of the
food chain and serving up the fillet
steaks and other prime cuts their
customers demand. Instead they’re
turning the tables on diners,
challenging them to have a good hard
think about what they’re eating (and
not eating), and why.
Dan Barber is one such chef. He’s
based in New York, where he runs two
of the US’s most influential restaurants:
Blue Hill, in Manhattan, and Blue Hill
at Stone Barn in upstate New York –
also a working farm and food-education
centre. Barber hit the headlines in the
UK earlier this year with wastED
London, his spectacular pop-up on the
rooftop of Selfridges. The menu was
nothing if not thought-provoking, with
dishes such as ‘waste rarebit’ made

Barber. “We need to think about
redesigning the system.” And chefs,
he believes, have an important role in
shifting society’s behaviour towards
a more sustainable way of growing,
cooking, choosing and eating food,
nudging consumers toward the
metaphorical balance the ‘third plate’
the title of his book alludes to.
“Chefs will play a leading role,
similar to that of a musical
conductor,” he writes.
They’re well placed for this
role because, he says,
“We’re the merchants
of happiness – and that’s a powerful
thing. We need to look at menus and
patterns of eating that put a whole
landscape together in a way that will
last a lot longer than you or me.”
Sustainability, like charity, begins at
home, and that means we all – everyone
who cooks or dines out – also need
to think about cooking and enjoying
the things others throw away.

The UK wastes £17 billion worth of food per
year – 60 per cent of which could be avoided

Dan Barber is the chef of the moment who’s getting diners to think hard
about what they consider edible. He believes chefs need to be agents for
change, as well as arbiters of taste – as Susan Low discovers

WASTE NOT,
WANT NOT

plate. It’s a complex issue – something
Barber, who wrote the influential book
The Third Plate: Field Notes on the Future
of Food, has thought deeply about.
“It gets very political,” he tells me. “I’m
trying to shine light on it in the context
of a menu, but someone who believes
that food waste is a serious problem, then
sits down to eat a 7oz steak for lunch or
a 7oz piece of protein for lunch and dinner,

The Italian chef has launched Food For
Soul, a non-profit organisation that
aims to promote awareness about food
waste and hunger around the world.
Massimo is scheduled to open a pop-up
community kitchen for the homeless
in London’s Earls Court this month,
working in tandem with The Felix
Project (thefelixproject.org), a Londonbased charity tackling food waste.
foodforsoul.it

SKYE GYNGELL: PRE-THEATRE ‘SCRATCH
MENU’ AT SPRING, LONDON WC2
Dishes are made using trimmings,
leftovers and overlooked bits. Threecourse daily-changing menu (£20),
5.30-6.45pm. springrestaurant.co.uk

DOUG MCMASTER: SILO RESTAURANT,
BRIGHTON, EAST SUSSEX
As well as milling its own flour,
churning its own butter, baking its own
bread and pastries and minimising
food miles, this ‘zero-waste’ restaurant
sources locally, re-uses, ‘up-cycles’,
composts and anaerobically digests
to eliminate waste. And, yes, the food’s
great. silobrighton.com

TOM HUNT’S FORGOTTEN FEASTS
The eco-chef and food waste activist
runs a roaming restaurant that
supports ugly, unwanted and unloved
foods, including a Christmas Forgotten
Feast. He’s hoping to take the concept
to Cape Town, South Africa, this year.
tomsfeast.com/forgotten-feast

HOW YOU CAN DO
YOUR (VITAL) BIT

We’ve linked up with the Sustainable
Restaurant Association (thesra.org) to
find the People’s Favourite Restaurant –
your go-to place for food that tastes good,
and does good too. To nominate your
favourite go to deliciousmagazine.co.uk/
foodmadegood and tell us why you think
it’s making a difference. It’s your chance
to highlight a restaurant’s good work
– and you’ll be in with a chance of winning
a fantastic meal for two.
Our judging panel will pick a shortlist
from the nominated restaurants, which
we’ll publish in our August issue. You’ll
then be able to vote for the People’s
Favourite Restaurant and the overall
winner will be revealed at the Food Made
Good Awards in October.

WANT TO REDUCE YOUR WASTE?

• Visit lovefoodhatewaste.com for handy
tips to help you save up to £60 a month.
• Sign up at toogood-towaste.co.uk and
encourage restaurateurs to provide ‘doggy
boxes’ to take home unfinished meals.
• Plus, on p27 we review a book filled with
recipes that make use of leftover food.
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